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Price to park: 
$45 and going 
up in the fall · 
Ten-year freeze on price 
hikes also proposed 
~ ~Y Savannah Miller 
MANAGING EDITOR 
The UCF Parking and Traffic Committee 
voted last week to raise the price of parking on 
campus 13.5 percent to help pay for a 1,000-
car parking garage. 
The increase, if approved Tuesday by the 
President's Advisory Staff, will go into effect 
in the fall. Student and staff decal rates will go 
up from $40 to $45; faculty rates will increase 
from $66 to $75; and reserved rates will change 
from $225 to $255. 
PARKING continued page 3 
PARKING SERVICES' 
Revenue & $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ Expenditures 
TRAFFIC DECALS: Revenue 
IJ:ftl Over and short - $421.00 
l~J Miscellaneous revenue - $1870.00 
B Auto/bicycle impound fees - $3165.00 
II Interest on investments - $30354.00 
11 Metered parking fees - $58179.00 
II Auxiliary sales - $689143.00 
TRAFFIC DECALS: Expenditures 
• Equip. Rental & Other Charges 
•Materials and Supplies 
• Contractual Services 
• Printing and Reproduction 
• Repairs and Maintenance 
• Other Personnel Services pay 
•Aux. - Support General Svcs. 
• Capital Outlay - Operating 
• Payroll Matching 
• Salaries, wages and benefits 
$3,457 
$11,004 
$11,410 
$25,458 
$25,683 
$28,492 
$34,820 
$36,078 
$50,807 
$195,524 
·Figures compiled from the Traffic Decals Statement of Changes in 
Fund Balance for year ending 1992. TFR Intrafund amounts of 
S592,000 were li1ted in both revenue and expenditure&. 
Marlin - Justin ticket wins big 
by Jill Krueger 
NEWS EDITOR 
Chris Marlin started off his new posi-
tion as president-elect of the University of 
Central Florida's Stu.dent Government 
Wednesday night with a big bear hug 
from SG president Jason Dibo :ia as well 
as a handshake. 
MembersoffiG's Elections Committee 
deliberated for six hours before announc-
ing Marlin the winner by 82 percent with 
l, 119votes. Write-incandidateEric"Frog 
the Lazy Bastard" Still received 11 per-
cent with 145 votes. Write-in candi-
date Russ Lloyd received 7 percent 
with 90 votes. 
"Frog" chanted, "Three digits, 
three digits, three digits," dancing 
around in plaid bell bottomg and. 
holding up both hands in symbols 
of peace as he heard the results. He 
even leaped onto Marlin's back in 
celebration. 
As far as incorporating the plat-
forms of the other candidates, Marlin 
said he wouldn't be donating his sal-
ary to charity as Still had planned in 
his own platform. Still said he would 
let the students decide the charity · 
with a vote. 
He said the state pays forthe posi-
tion because of the president's accssa 
and accountability. Marlin said the 
SGpresidentgives up outside mco~a 
when entering the office. Dibona said 
giving the money away would violate 
a state law. 
ELECTION continued page 3 
Presidential candidate Eric "Frog the Lazy Bastard" Still leaps onto Chris Martin's back at 
the student government elections victory. Marlin won with little competition. <DeHoog!FUTURE> 
Students work with young theater perfonnem 
· by Jennifer Pettus 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
the fall of 1990. 
"We work with disenfranchised students to help them 
build expression and self-esteem," said Peg Jones, a 
Brandishing an imaginary sword, the boy spokeswoman for the OSF. 
jumped to his feet, ready to accept the chal- ~~~~~~~~ UCF works with The Young Company 
lenge of his opponent. "We help them through two programs that English pro-
Their eyes locked in concentrated stares. b "/d fessor and OSF creator Stewart Omans 
They moved quickly and concisely as they UI expres- began. Five UCF students called mentors 
flicked their wrists during the combat, trans- sion and self- provide stability for the cast members. 
porting viewers back to the 16th century. esteem. 11 Amy de la Feuilliez, a 22-year-old hu-
But their faded blue jeans, T-shirts and manities major, became a mentor this year. 
blaring pop music in the background re- ~ Peg Jones "I started out interning at OSF filing 
vealed, looked and sounded like 1993. OSF papers, and then Omans asked me if I'd 
The dueling pair are two of 27 high school like to work with the kids." 
students selected to participate in The Young de la Feuilliez looks after six of the stu-
Company. As a branch of the Orlando Shakespeare dents. Her duties include driving the children to re-
Festival, members recruit multi-cultural high school hearsal twice a week, helping them with their lines and 
student to learn about set design and perform 
Shakespearean plays. The Young Company started in 
CLASSIFIEDS page 8 
COMPANY continued page 4 
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The new Apple 
LaserWrfter Select 300. 
•• Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller: affordable laser-quality printers. 
hwest in this printer line. Avoid this printer line. 
Now theres a faster, easier way to get great-looking papers - at a text and graphics that look sharp, crisp, professional. See both printers 
price students can afford. The new, compact Apple® StyleWriter® II printer now at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pric-
delivers laser-quality output while still fitting within your budget. And ing, as well as service during college': And discover the power to .1_ 
the new LaserWriter®Select 300 gives you full-fledg~d laser printing, for make your work look better than ever. The power to be your besr , 
For further information viSit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building 
Open 8:30am - 4:30pm Mon - Thurs an~ Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm 
or call the Macintosh Sales Office at 823-5434 
'Semce i." m·11ilohle 1111(rfm111 Apple !~1111;11 1s llt•sellas ll'bidJ are .-1/Jp/<' .l11lb11ri:cd Serrin· l'mridr1)'. ©/99. l .-I/If!/<' !.(J111/111/e1: hu:. ~II r(~bl< reserml .v1plr. !be .-ip/1/e lq~11. lmt'rll'fil<'r. .ll11d11f11,1J . . l(rldl i'i/1•r 1111d "11J<' /11J1t'1'r 111 h1·y11111· l~'"'. 11r1· 1·,:e1skml /1111/1·11111rks 1f.Jf!/'i1 <.i1 111111der. ill<'. 
The ~tudent Wellness ltdvocate 'T'ea.01 proudly presents: 
W"ELLRE~f§ EXPe . ,93 
11:00 
11: 1 0 
1 1 :30 
12:00 
1 2:30 
1 :00 
2:00 
HE Wl~EJJ 
Wellness Is Something for Everyone~ 
Wednesday, March 3 
11 :OOarn - 2:00pm 
on the Green 
Sche.d V\le. of Eve.11\ts 
U\CF Cheet'leade>"'s Opei-,i 1-'9 
"Ma>"'io & The Sea Dogs" 
Baily's S+e·p Ae..-obics 
Big FashioV\ Show 
Ma..-tial Arts D e mo 
Do9 Pa+...ol-Dru9 B ust 
FiV\ale Raffle DraWrV\9s 
.Also Fe.atw~iV\9 
F re.e. Massages 
Police. Robot 
Bat Mobile. 
Crash SimV\lator 
FitV\e.ss Challe..,9e.s 
t-le.alth Checks 
Visit display s to w il'\ W\al'\y p..-ize d..-awiV\9s thl"o1A9h the day. 
C\v-a l'\d Pv-ize dv-awiV\9 fo,... a Sw•pr-ise Vacatiol'\! 
Fot" mot"e il'\fo call 823-5841 
CAMPL!\.5 WELLNESS CENTER 
:::: CAB :::: 
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Committee 
increases fees 
for parking 
violations 
PARKING 
FROM PAGE 1 
Hangtags will still be 50 
percent more than decals. 
This increase will be the last 
for a while, however, if an-
other of the committee's votes 
is approved. A motion to freeze 
price hikes for a decade was 
quickly seconded and passed. 
The $82,000 expected to be 
raised annually from the 
higher prices will be added to 
,. annual in 1995. He said the 
garage will most likely be lo-
cated behind the Biology Build-
ing, where current staff lot D-
1 is now situated. 
This location is expected to 
be a high-traffic area, with the 
planned addition of a biology 
extension and the Center tor 
Research in Electro-Optics and 
Lasers, the third phase of the 
Engineering Building. Ground 
is currently being cleared for 
construction of CREOL. 
Another increase affecting 
drivers on campus was passed 
by the committee at a previous 
meeting. 
Starting in the fall, parking 
violations will cost off enders 
$10 instead of $5. 
t• ·a ,•. ~ - ••• ·• · ••I j• ,J,.;'t "' 1 • •P ... 1' ,1 .t .. ~~ ,...~, ......: ~ .. • .. • '\ • ••.. -r 
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ELECTION 
FROM PAGE 1 
' 
Regarding presidential candidate John 
Shadgett and vice-presidential candidate 
ChrisMc-Oee's disqualification from the race, 
Marlin scid, "As far as I'm concerned, due 
process was followed and the disqualifica-
tion was just. " 
Marlin said he respects the integrity ofSG's 
statutes and understands why Shadgett and 
McGee were removed. 
DiBona said: "From the beginning, their 
intent was clear. They sealed their own fate." 
Dave Patton, attorney general who passed 
the motion to disqualify McGee, had been 
attacked for having personal motives in 
McGee's violations. Marlin said Patton did 
not launch a personal attack against McGee 
but merely followed SG procedure. Student 
Affairs is investigating allegations. Marlin 
said he wanted the race to be a fair one. 
Shadgett's disqualification disappointed 
him,.he said because he wanted to win on his 
own merit. 
"Hold us to everything we've got and make 
certain you [the students] stay involved," he 
said. "I think it's essential to stability." 
He said his top priority as president next 
term will bv preparation for ~oU,rse guides 
promised before fall of 1993. Marlin said 
another concern will be beginning blueprints 
for his transition into office. ~ositions in SG 
open after spring break. He said Lloyd's 
ideas on lighting, campus safety and pedes-
trian safety in crossing Alafaya Trail need to 
be incorporated into his platform. 
'That overhead walkway is not beyond real-
ity," he said. ''But, that will take time." 
The Marlin/Justin campaign targeted all of 
the student body. However, Marlin said he did 
not include anything on his platform regarding 
cultural diversity because it might patronize 
minorities. 
Other decisions made by the 
parking committee at last week's 
meeting were to remove the 
parking meters from pay lot E-
3, near the Engineering Build-
ing, and to move 13 coin meters 
from the small lot in front of the 
Business Administration Build-
ing to the visitor's lot. 
Leslie Golden, a freshman, votes for the first time in the Student 
Body Presidential elections. (DehoogJFuruRE> 
Reganfu..g ethnir. relations at UCF Marlin 
said: 'Things aren~t as bad as they could be. 
"But, I think we could do better." 
Shooting brings college men killed violently to six -
College Press Service 
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. -The president ofBethune-
Cookman College called for stricter gun control at a 
memorial service for three students who were shot to 
death near campus, bringing the number of college 
men who have been killed in violent encounters in the 
;>ast year to six. 
Four men were arrested in the killings of David 
Thomas, 23, ofDaytona Beach, Kenneth M. White, 19, 
of Clarkston, Ga. and Henry Eaddy, 19, of Sanford. A 
fourth student, Bernard Smith, of Daytona Beach, was 
shot in the leg. Thomas attended Daytona Beach Com-
munity College and planned to attend BCC, officials 
'!;aid. 
"Let us reaffirm our commitment to non-violence 
and gun control legislation," said Oswald Bronson, 
~resident of the historically black institution. "We 
must continue to teach that violence leads to violence mas' car near the Bethune-Cookmari' campus when 
and that guns in the hands of immature, angry, they were shot with a .32-caliber gun. Thomas and 
undisciplined persons of low reverence for White died at the scene, and Eaddy 
the sacredness of each human being make ~~~~~~~~ died at the hospital. 
society increasingly unsafe for all its citi- '~ .. guns ... make A total of six B-CC students have 
zens." been shot to death in the past year. 
A Daytona Beach Police Department socie'ly ··· unsafe • Vincent Troy Brewton, 23, was 
spokesman said four suspects have been fora// its dtizens. 11 shot and killed Aug. 7 after he was 
charged with first-degree murder and at- kidnapped from his Daytona Beach-
tempted first-degree murder. The four, who • Oswald BronJon area apartment. Two fellow B-CC 
have admitted to the shootings, told police BETHUNE-COOKMAN classmates were arrested in the case. 
they had mistaken the men for some others • On June 22, Josh Darby, 19, was 
they had been fighting with shortiy before shot and killed outside a Jacksonville 
the shooting Feb. 12. bar. He was an honors student, the 
"This has nothing -to do with the school. The senior class president and a scholarship winner. 
students were at the wrong place at the wrong time," • Wayne Simpson, 19, was killed Sept. 17 outside 
a police spok~sman said. his father's store near the B-CC campus. Four as-
Thomas, White, Smith and Eaddy were in Tho- sailants with handguns ordered Simpson and three 
Catholic Studies 
Everyone is invited to come and learn l~, more about the Catholic faith at 8:30 p.m. Wednesdays at the Newman House. Call 281-4438. 
manity will hold a meeting at 5 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Student 
Organization's Lounge. 
highlight UCF's College of Education. cations at the UCF Office of Minority 
The showcase will be 3-5 p.m. Wednes- Student Services, Room 225 in the 
day in the lobby of the Education Build- ttie Administration Building. 
Cheerleading Tryouts 
A meeting will be hekt in the UCF gym for 
,., menaoowomeninterestedintryingoutfor 
the 1993 UCFVarsityCheerteadirg Sq.lad. 
ThemeetingwiHbehek:1at4:30p.m.March 
~ 17. Cal1Cheer1eading Coach Linda Gooch 
at82}2143. 
Any students interested in working 
with Habitat or other homelessness is-
sues should attend. 
Campus Action for Animals 
Campus Action for Animals will address 
a number of different animal rights is-
sues from 3 to 4 p.m. Tuesday in Student 
Center Room 214. 
Education Showcase 
The College of Education Dean's Stu-
~ Habitat For Humanity dent Advisory Committee is hosting an 
The UCF Chapter of Habitat for Hu- Educational Showcase. The event will 
ing. Call 823-2835. 
Washington Award 
The University of Central Florida's Of-
f ice of Minority Student Services is now 
accepting applicants for the 1993 Dr. 
John T. Washington Commemorative 
Award. Two awards, one to an adult and 
one to a youth, will be presented in 
memory of the late UCF sociologist who 
devoted much of his life to community 
service. 
Applications will be received through 
March 12. Students may pick up appli-
Fellowships For Grad Study 
New and continuing black graduate 
students may applyfor$5,000 Delores 
A. Auzenne Fellowships for Graduate 
Study offered in the State University 
System of Florida. For application de-
tails, students should see their col-
lege or department's Graduate Office. 
Students can also contact the Office 
of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative 
Action Programs, Administration Build-
ing 330, 823-1336. Application dead-
line is March 15. 
Young company presents to area schools 
MENTORS 
FROM PAGE 1 
being a positive role model. 
"These kids aren't like kids at all," de la Feuilliez said. "They are street wise. 
None of my kids have a father at home and some of them have even ~en abused. 
"I am required to talk to my kids twice a week and now they thmk of me. as 
their friend," she said. "I consider this very beneficial. I can st.~ a couple of mme 
changing. They are talking about college." 
The Young Company cast members sign a contract stating they will ~ttend all 
rehearsals, participate in public performances, have good attendance m school 
and work in cooperation with other members of the cast. If they meet the 
guidelines and enter a place ofhigher education, then they receive a scholarship. 
Members ofOmans' class partake in other duties for the company. Through 
his UCF course he teaches the fundamentals of Shakespeare and requires 
students to volunteer for the OSF. Students may move equipment, make 
directorial suggestions about plays and create news features called Broadsides 
to update patrons ofOSF. 
Nineteen-year-old Melissa Mellon, a student of Omans majoring in English, 
calls the class a challenge. 
"I never thought I would do anything outrageous. Not only do you read the 
plays, but you go into a deeper analysis of literature and theater," Mellon said. 
The first Young Company consisted of 12 high school students who performed 
"A Midsummer Nights Dream." Some have continued on with the program as 
technical advisers. 
Now 27 members work under the direction of Judith Rubinger. They will be 
performing Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors" and "The Red Sneaks." Rubinger 
said she expanded the kinds of plays chosen so students "would be able to work 
with a wide range of emotions, from happiness and confusion to sadness and 
guilt." 
The students perform for The Coalition for the Homeless, youth centers and 
middle schools. 
"These kids are seeing they can take a bad situation and make it good. Now 
they are optimistic about their future," de la Feuilliez said. 
Jones agreed. 
"This might be the first time that these kids are getting honest feedback," she 
said. "These children are getting recognition and ties to the community. They are 
learning to give and take." . 
The Young Company has not only benefited the children, it has also had a 
profound effect on the mentors. 
de la Feuilliez said, "Just through this experience I have learned PR, social 
work, theater and direction." 
Editor in CAief 
The Editor in Chief is responsible for the editorial department of 
The Central Florida Future. He I she determines editorial content 
and policies, appoints a managing editor and serves as a 
member of the paper's Board of Publications. Journalism and 
management backgrounds are strongly r~commended. 
Business Manager 
The Business Manager is responsible for the management of 
the Future's business office. He I she appoints and supervises 
an advertising manager and a staff of student advertising 
represenatives and serves as a member of the Board of 
Publications. A background in business is strongly recom-
mended. 
For more information about the position of editor in chief, cont.act Bill Cushing at8~. 
For more information about the business manager, call Tisha V aleiy at 823-2.601. 
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Great outdoors offers more than just recreation 
Students seek environmental jobs with conservation groups and consulting companies 
College Press Service 
With the resurgence of interest in preserving the 
environment, college students are choosing conserva-
tion careers that combine classroom theory and practi-
cal work outdoors. 
Job analysts say there are growing opportunities in 
the environmental and natural resources fields that 
are well-suited to students who have science back-
grounds and who want to work with people. 
Until 10 years ago, most students majoring in for-
estry, conservation, wildlife biology and other conser-
vation-related majors tended to work for the U.S. 
government in a variety of departments, including the 
National Park Service. That, however, is changing. 
"Today, they might work for a federal agency, a state 
government, conservation groups or environmental 
consulting companies," said Sidney Frissell, dean of 
the School of Forestry at the University of Montana at 
Missoula. "Many students are concerned about envi-
ronmental issues and want to get into a job to do 
something about this. They come in here with high 
ethical values, and leave with high conservation eth-
. " lCS. 
Eco-organizations 
The Student Conservation Association 
P.O. Box 550 
Charlestown, N.H. 03603 
603-543-1700 
The Wi:derness Society 
900 17th St. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
202-833-2300 
Greenpeace USA 
1436 U St. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20009 
202-462-1177 
Sierra Club 
730 Polk St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 94109 
415-776-2211 
National Audubon Society 
700 Broadway 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
212-979-3000 
in the private sector. 
Destry Jarvis, executive vice president of the Stu-
dent Conservation Association and publisher of the 
organization's magazine "Earth Work," said getting 
practical experience in college or high school can give a 
student a cutting edge in getting a job after graduation. 
The SCA, founded 35 years ago, is a non-profit group 
based in Charlestown, N.H. that fosters the develop-
ment of young people and adults through conservation 
service opportunities on federal public lands. The pro-
gram for college students involves them working in 
three-month internships in national parks and wilder-
ness areas, land managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management and other public and under federaljuris-
diction. 
The SCA was able to put 1,000 volunteers tb work in 
Yellowstone National Park after the devastating fires 
in 1988, and has sent volunteers to Everglades Na-
tional Park in Florida after Hurricane Andrew struck 
the area in 1992. 
About 7 ,000 college students apply annually for the 
1,200 positions nationwide, Jarvis said. The intern-
ship, in which the students receive room, board and 
travel expenses, lasts three to four months. About 70 
percent of the program's participants go into environ-
mental jobs when they graduate from college. Part of the new int.erest in so-called "green jobs" has 
to do with the political atmosphere, officials said. While 
interest was high in environmental work during the 
1960s and '70s, it plummeted·in the 1980s. However, 
President Clinton and Vice President Al Gore have 
made the environment a priority in their administra-
tion, and many college stUdents and graduates are 
heavily involved in the movement. 
Frissell said enrollment in the University of 
Montana's programs, which .include forest resources 
management, recreation management, wildlife biology 
or resources conservation, was about 300 students in 
1989. This year, nearly 800 undergraduat.e students 
are enrolled, and there are 120 graduate students. 
movement, plus a lot of retirements, a lot of turnover 
and people need to be replaced," Frissell said. "Agreat 
many of our students have gotten interested in envi-
ronmental studies, oceanography and marine science, 
hazardous wast.e management and forestry. Most of 
the work involves outdoor assignments, but Frissell 
was quick to point out many in the profession also work 
indoors some of the time. 
"There is a clear patt.em and trend across the coun-
try to both give something back in general to the 
country and in particular, there is very strong environ-
mental awareness and feeling .for the earth that is 
engendered in college students," Jarvis said. 
He said there is tremendous job growth in public and 
privat.e non-profit environmental agencies. In the pri-
vate sector, many corporations now have environmen-
tal officers whose jobs are to make the companies 
"green," Jarvis said. Other rapidly expanding areas 
include the relatively new fields of pollution abatement 
and engineering cleanup. 
"Everybody's enrollment went up about three years 
ago. There's more enthusiasm in the environmental 
Officials said getting an environmental job is tough, 
and initial salaries tend·to be low-rangingfrom about 
$13,494to$17,270forfederaljobsto$18,000to$22,000 
Several schools, notably Colorado State University, 
have academic programs for people who want to be-
come park rangers and other jobs with public contact. 
The 
Luck 
of the 
LSAT 
Attend our Free Seminar on 
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS 
on 
Thursday, March 4, 1993 
7:00 pm 
Holiday Inn UCF, 12125 High Tech Ave 
Topics discussed by Top Professional Speakers wit! include: 
When and where to apply; admission criteria of top programs; how to 
make your letters of recommendation count; what sdtools look for in your 
personal statement; how to explain bad grades and how to be ready for the LSAT exam. 
00Jubr1 
CALL US AT 1-800-777-EXAM 
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT 
Hours: Tues, Fri 
& Sat 9-6PM 
Wed & Thurs 
9-8PM 
7 428 University Blvd. 
University Square Plaza 
677-0768 Walk-ins Welcome 
i- .- - - - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 . Hair Cut Special • COLOR SERVICE 
: $6.00 : $12.50 
(Reg. $8) 
'Save Save Save (Reg. $lB) 
Not Valid With Any Other Offer Not Valid With Any Other Offer 
- -.. ~ - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - -i 
Fingers First! 1 Perm Special 1 
Sculpture Or Tips 1 $ 2 6 9 S 1 Full Set $28 I • I 
• (Reg. $40) I . (Reg. $38) I 
Fills $19 .50 1 \...o{\~ r\3\{ Includes 1 
(Reg. $22) I V\.~3 .• 
Nail Art Available I Cut & Fm1sh 
Not Valid With Any Other Offer I Not Valid With Any Other Offer 
Personal and Business 
Mary Ayuso 290-8478 
The Central Florida Future 
And the "new" 
American covenant 
begins ... 
An amazing thing seems to be happen-ing in America: its president is asking 
the people to pay more, and the people 
are saying yes. 
President Clinton's economic plan contin-
ues to garner the support of most of the 
population (current polls show approval run-
ning around 60 percent), despite the fact 
people will be sending more to the tax man 
than they have before. 
This support does not come unconditionally, 
however; Americans are willing to "contribute" 
more to help with the ever-increasing federal . 
deficit, but they are willing to do this only if new 
spending does not run out of control. 
It is interesting to see Republicans trying 
to poo-poo the president's.plan. One of them, 
House Minority Leader Michel, even had the 
nerve to go on national television after 
Clinton's state of the union address and brag 
about how Clinton inherited an economy in 
such fine shape from Presidents Reagan and 
Bush. Indeed, a $4 trillion debt is something 
anyone can be proud of. 
Actually, that is not totally fair. As the 
president pointed out, there is enough blame 
to go around "on both _sides of the aisle" for 
·the economic problems facing the nation. It's 
just discouraging to see the same old people 
talking the same old talk in Washington. 
O~e thing that the polls should be making 
abundantly clear to these politicians is that 
Americans finally realize the days of mort-
gaging the future to pay for today .are over. 
They are tired of gridlock, and if one party or 
the other somehow misses this message, the 
voters are more than . prepared to send an-
other message next election. 
It is time for cooperation in the capital, not 
business as usual. 
Financial aid - the 
ultimate oxymoron 
Speaking of cooperation, the financial of-
fice recently reminded us just how willing 
they are to make the lives ofUCF students as 
difficult as possible. 
Financial Aid is UCF's answer to the IRS. 
What they're doing- requiring students to 
attend workshops before they'll give out the 
applications - is not illegal, but it sure is 
inconvenient. It would be different if the time 
was even a little bit productive, but from the 
reports we've gotten, anyone attending should 
bring a walkman or a magazine. 
Evidently, the only thing students are told at 
these workshops is to read the directions before 
filling out the forms. Now there's a revelation. 
By the way, we are told the required forms 
are available at any public library. 
News Editor 
Sports Editor 
Entertainment Editor 
Opinion Editor 
Copy Editor 
Photo Editor 
Art Director 
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Let's leave rhino horns alone 
. Bill Cushing 
WHAT'S NEXT? 
I t only seems fitting that · : · some of the things that have been happening 
•. :. around the nation and the 
world these days have oc-
curred now - coming off of 
St.Valentine's Day; one that 
was (as noted here earlier) 
one of the strangest VD's in 
recent history. 
Witness these events: 
•Larry Flynt has once 
again pushed the envelope of porn. 
From the Christian who brought us Hustler magazine, 
now romes the newest in the skin trade: trading cards. 
That's right, folks. 
Throw away those Kevin Mitchell and Deion Sanders 
cards and make room fo:rthe likes of Cheri(" ... likes thefast 
pace of the city ... ") and Sally(" ... not only is shejailbait, but 
could actually teach a man a few things ... "). 
With one hundred cards in all - each with vital 
statistics and lurid lead-ins - these cards are ~ure ro 
become a delight for those who have since become jaded 
with collecting and trading the normal Topps cards. Per-
haps they might want ro expand the idea int.o some real 
numbers: nwnber of times in an elevaror, shortest time, 
longest time, et cetera. 
At two bucks a set, they aren't that much more than the 
regular baseball cards. The only problem with these things 
is that there's no gum included in the packet. While some 
might joke that a condom would be a more fitting "acces-
sorj' ro this new retail offering, I think we should take it a 
step further and suggest ro Flynt and company that a 
cigarette be wrapped in the envelope with the cards. 
How 'bout it, Larry? 
•Talk about packing wood. 
Remember Houston and the words of Pat Buchanan 
and Robertson, et al? 
Remember how we heard there is no room in the 
Republican Party for immoral or amoral types? 
Well, the GOPs answer ro John Holmes is having 
another bannermonth-acondition which could be either 
Central Florida Future 
P .0. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-NEWS 
Editor In Chief 
Biii Cushing 
Managing Editor Advertising Manager 
Savannah Miller Tisha Valery 
bad or good, depending upon your viewpoint. 
Asofthebeginningofthemonth,Senaror Bob Packwood 
(R-Oregon) has had another baker's dozen of women come 
forth offeringtestirnony abouthisapparentlywanron ways 
and insatiable sexual appetite. 
Ever since the W ashingt-0n Post broke the story of 
Packwood's dalliances back in November, Bob's locker-
roornbravadohasbecomeheadlinenews-probablymuch 
t.o his chagrin. 
Now 13 more women have stepped forward, some 
with stories as old as '69 (What a year, eh, Bob? wink-
wink, nudge, nudge). Many of the stories, incidentally, 
have been corroborated by witnesses with nothing to 
gain from the telling. 
It seems the more those silly Republicans tcy ro appear 
moral, the sillier they end up looking. 
• Dillying around in Londonderry. 
Professor Robert Malloy of the University ofMassachu-
setts at Lowell has come up with a weird twist on conser-
vation and animal nurturing. 
NotingtheplightoftheBlack.RhinocerosinAfi.ica(only 
2,800 remain, about 4 percent of the population of two 
decadesago),Malloy has designed a plastic prosthetic horn 
· which could replace the rhino's real thang. 
Malloy proposes· that we drug the animals, rip off their 
horns and then implant his space-age doohickey, presum-
ably as a means of discouraging the poachers. Yeah, right. 
For the uniformed, poachers are killing off the Black 
Rhinos in all sorts of numbers for their horns as material 
for daggers_ and ingredients for aphnxlisiacs. In other 
words, these critters are beingwastedsowecan make more 
weapons or satisfy horny folks with a placebo. 
Here's an idea: why don't we leave the poor bastanls 
alone and let 'em keep their bodily parts. 
•Sex in Publix. 
Finally, it's amazing how publicity releases are written: 
Sex, sex, sex. Size counts and ru:ijectives run rampant that 
tease and titillate. 
For example, Publix just sent out notices about the 
opening of a brand new branch in the Orlando area It is 
bigger, Bigger, BIGGER! 
And, of course, your shopping experience there is going · 
tobe-asprornisedbythePublixpeople-"both a pleasure 
and exciting." ~ 
Whew! 
Marge, I just went through the express line. You got a 
cigarette? 
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· Hocus Pocus, hypnotism really does work 
• 
f't· 
Shannon Martin 
SCENARIO 
I f you have ever seen a hypnotistatwork,itisveiy possible that you ques-
tioned his or her legitimacy. 
The thought of making a per-
son behave rot.ally opposite 
their personality deserves 
. someinvestigationDespitemy 
skepticism, my friends and I 
went to the Tom Deluca show 
at the arena Feb 9. 
Being the pig-headed ~r­
son lam, I refused to believe any ofMr. Deluca's magic. The 
mind games he played with the audience made me deter-
mined not to accept the validity of his work. Translation: I 
thought he was a fake. Even my friends rolled their eyes at 
a few ofhis "tricks." I knew the only proofl would have that 
Mr. Deluca did not pay off the participants ofhis show is if 
I was hypnotized myself. So the story begins. . 
After Mr. Deluca picked me from the audience to be one 
of his guinea pigs, I sat quietly in the cold, brown chair 
beneath the hot st.age lights with the other 12 subjects to be 
Why Not. 
I CAN)T BELIEVE 
THAT I. C.AN'T 
Du~K A 
8AS KET BALL. 
probed. As I sat there, excited and scared, bet.old us t.o relax. 
Yeah, right! He seemed t.o be forgetting the 2,000 people 
(many of whom were friends) that sat ready to laugh 
hysterically at the stupid tlrings we were about t.o do. 
I sat in the chair nervously as he began to snap his 
fingers. He told us t.o let our arms go. He snapped his 
fingers. He told us to let our legs fall free. He snapped his 
fingers. Let your head go ... snap ... let your thoughts go ... 
snap. I remember thinking t.o myself, 'This isn't working. 
They're laughing at me. I feel ridiculous! Do my shoes 
match my belt?" That was the last thing I remember. 
The next thing I remember is waking up about 8n hour 
and a half lat.er, standing cent.er st.age, ALONE! 
"Oh, Great! What'd I do? Roll around on the st.age? 
Throw a temper tantrum? Make a spectacle of myself?" 
, Yes! Ifl can recall all the st.ories told to me by my"friends," 
I praised some guy for using Crest toothpaste, went fishing 
in 107-degreeweatherandclirtydanced with two girls upon 
thecommandwords"Las Vegas,"whichexplainswhy I was 
dripping with sweat when I came to. 
Strangest of all (and, OK, funny) is the part when 
everyone on st.age regressed to kindergarteners. This is 
THE one part of the show fm g1ad I saw on videotape. Mr. 
Deluca asked us all to t;ell him ourfavorit;e cereal He got to 
me. GRI'THIS! I couldn't think of my favorite cereal, I got 
embarrassed and started t.o cry! On stage! Yes, I realize I 
wasonly5yearsold, but still. Anyhow,I would like t.othank 
the audience for having the compassion t.o t.ell Mr. Deluca 
to give me the train set I wanted. 
Apparently, it shut me up for a little while, anyway. 
Whether you believe me or not, the honest truth is 
that I do not remember physically doing anything on 
that stage. I don't remember fishing or dancing and I 
especially don't remember that business about me 
crying. And also, Mr. Deluca did not pay me for my 
performance. One, how would he have found me in that 
arena with all those people present that night? Two, 
and most importantly, no amount of money in the world 
would have been enough! 
My advice to anyone desiring to be hypnotized: 1) Be 
sure you want to be hypnotized. Don't test your man-
hood by resisting to go under. It's harder to acmally be 
hypnotized than it is to fight it. 2) If you are hypnotized 
in front of an audience, afterwards, be preparetl for 
people to tease you and snap their fingers in your face. 
3) Don't participate if you've got a problem with not 
remembering what you say or do. You'd be surprised at 
the things you'll do when you're not in control of your 
body (dirty dancing)! 
The whole experience is interesting. I can't really 
say "fun," because I didn't see it live. If another oppor-
tunity comes that offers a chance to be hypnotized, 
·don't be quick to criticize the busin~ss. Give it a chance. 
rm proof, hypnosis can work! 
Chris Besaw 
TriE MOV.\E NEVE~ 
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WOMEN~ 
Pat Robertson endorses · bull scrotums? 
DaveBarry ~ 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
A s the more than 34 billion regular readers of this column are well aware, I pride myself on my areuracy. I do not report idle speculation or gosffip. Let's say I 
happen to hear a rumor that Vice President Gore likes t.orelax 
by putting live spotted owls through a Salad Shoot.er. I am not 
~to just haul off and writ.e a st.at.ement like that in the 
newspaper. I am going t.o follow the procedure used by top 
journalism professionals, which is to writ;e: "Vice Presi-
dent Gore REPORTEDLY likes to put live spott;ed owls 
through a Salad Shoot.er." That way you, the reader, will 
have "just the facts" and can draw your own conclusion 
about this issue, and decide whether or not it might also 
involve baby pandas. 
The point is thatlhave highjournalism standards, and 
that is why today I am so upset that I am tempted t.o 
commit suicide by drinking vending-machine coffee. Be-
cause it turns out that some of my recent columns con-
tained FACTUAL ERRORS. Yes. These errors were spot-
ted by vigilant readers who took time out from their busy 
schedules to writ;e lett;ers, and so t.oday I want t.o "set the 
record straight" on certain matters. 
1. MONTANA IS N<Yr NORTII OF CANADA 
Actually, I never said that Montana is DEFINITELY 
north of Canada. What I said, in a column about a trip t.o 
Montana, is that it is "possibli' north of Canada. This 
result;ed in a st.em Jett.er from reader Lena Anderson, who 
stat.es: "You must be one of the uneducat;ed young that 
never cracked a geography." She sent me TWO maps of 
the United Stat.es, and I am embarrassed t.o say that they 
clearly show that Montana is not north of Canada at all. 
It is north of ICELAND. So I owe an apology to Ms. 
Anderson, as well as to a number of Canadian readers 
who were greatly angered by another column I wrore 
recently in which I identified Canada as "a nation located 
near Buffalo, N.Y." As anybody who has ever cracked a 
geography will t;ell you, what I SHOULD have said was, 
"a moose preserve locat.ed near Buffalo, N.Y." Sorry! 
2. MILlTARY FOOD TASrES GOOD. 
You may recall the column I wrot;e after my wife and son 
and dogs and I conducted a tast;e rest involving the Meal 
Ready to Eat (MRE), a U.S. Army tactical food concept. 
Our conclusion was that the MRE was the ideal food for 
certain military situations, mostly involving captured 
enemy spies ("Perhaps you would like some of this BEEF 
STEW?" "NO! fLL TALK!"). But you wouldn't want to 
feed it to anybody on your own side. 
Apparentlythis column aroused thedanderofCapt. Bryan 
Dion, who is in di~ of Annyrec:ruitingin southern Oregon. 
Capt. Dion contacted his local newspaper, the Eu~~me, Ore., 
Register-Guard; which conducted a taste t.est ofits own, with 
a six-person Taste Panel 'llte panelists consumed a variety of 
MR.Es; then, using a IO-point rating scale, they all died. 
No, seriously, the panel gave the MR.Es a rating of 8.1 on 
the ~ scale. 'Ibis is clearly a scientific result, because it 
ront.ains a decimal point. Even more cxmvincingis the fact that 
the Tast.e Panel included - get ready - a SCHOOL-
DISTRICTFOOD-SERVICEDIRECTOR. H anyOOdywould 
reoognize a delicious shelf-stable food suh3tance, it would be 
the person responsible for the menu options at a public school 
(Today's Featured Entree: Tuna Remorse). So I am forred t.o 
conclude that I, along with several hundred thousand mili-
tary personnel, have been mistaken about MR.Es: They tast;e 
wonderful, and if the Army happens to have a few ex1ra t.ons 
of these culinary 1reats stacked up in warehouses, it should 
deliverthem, perhapsvial~Air Forceoombers, t.oOregon, 
which is just north of Montana. 
3. THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS DOES NOT 
ENDORSE BULL SCROTUMS. My annuai Holiday Gift 
Guide for 1992 included, among other gift suggestions, a 
genuine bull scrotum, which looks sortoflike ahaicy handbag 
and is sold by Goode Company Barbeque in Roust.on, Texas 
(a nation locat.ed near Tulsa, Okla.). 'lbe Gift Guide included 
the foilowingst.at.ement "Don't be fooled by cheap imitations. 
This is the only bull scrotum endorsed by the League of 
Women Vot.ers and the Rev. Pat Robertson." 
This is inaccurat;e. I have here a letter from reader 
Howard J. Smith, who wrires: "Both my wife and I are 
proud members of the LWV and resent your using its 
name. Bluntly, I find your remarks t.o be denigrating, 
uncalled for and insulting. Further, by tacitly associating 
the LWV with Pat Robertson, you have added guilt-by-
association to your offenses." So, for the record: The 
League of Women Vot;ers does NOT endorse bull scro-
tums or engage in any other activity that would detract 
from its mission, which is the worldwide distribution of 
Amway products. 
(Incidentally, I did not receive any lett.ers from the Rev. 
Robertson on this, so we can safely make the journalistic 
8¥umption that he does, in fact, endorse this particular 
bull scrotum.) 
In ronclusion, let me express my gratitude t.o the readers 
who pointed these emm; out, and I invit.e any other reader 
who finds an error in my columns to please contact me: David 
Broder, do The New York Times, 1234512345th St., Wash-
ingt.on, D.C. 12345. Thank you, and your fly is down. 
.. 
·. 
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GREEK CORNER 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
Teke's 2nd annual powder puff is 
underway. The green games are over 
but the kickball tournament is Saturday 
at 1 Oam. Don't forget about your puppy 
prose, ladies. Awards ceremony will be 
at the frat house Saturday night at 6pm. 
Brothers ritual is Sunday at 10. Be at 
the house at 9am. Remember brothers 
don't be a bm! 
DELTA SIGMA Pl 
Sat. night we all should dress to 
impress &,seewhowill be chosen Rose 
& Thom. Sun. our JA Bowl-a-Thon will 
be held @ the Aloma Lanes. Strike! 
Proud to ~A Deltasigl!! 
TIKA 
Welcome chapter consultant Matt Dey, 
special thanks to Suannie for an 
awesome job or good shepard. 
Brothers, get psyched, regionals this 
weekend in G'ville/Pike is it. 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
OTO 
1993 Awards Banquet-Sat. 
Guest speaker: The Fat Guy 
Musical guest: 
Pearl Jam (Unplugged) 
CLUB INFO 
AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon 
SC 211. 
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY 
The Content of Christianity Discussion 
every Wednesday, noon, room 214 
Student Center all are welcome. Fr. 
Ashmun Brown, D. Min., Chaplain. 
SWAT 
SWAT members congratulations are 
due again, but this time it is for Angela 
Londono and Chance McConnell who 
just recently got engaged to be 
married. Who's next? 
PHI THETA KAPPA 
There will be a meeting on Thursday, 
March 4 at 6:00 in HPB 215. Contact 
Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd Petrie 
at 382-5933 for details. 
Winter Springs-responsible male or 
female to share 3br/2ba home. $250 + 
utilities. 695-4871. 
M!F N/S roomate needed asap 3bdr 
2bh apt 2 min from UCF $152 & 1/3 
utilities call 282-5949. 
Female rmmate needed to ·share 4bed 
home $180 per mo. Low exps. Call 
(407) 774-0676 or 249-3730 for 
Michelle. 
Female Christian roomate for house 
near campus. $225 & 1/3 utilities. Call 
365-2940. Available 211/93. 
Share large condo located between 
UCF area and airport. Looking for clean 
responsible female. Rent $260 and 1/3 
utilities. All amenities. Call and ask for 
Michele 382-7552. 
I 
I 
FINS wanted to share a 2bdr 2bath apt 
($255/mth & 112 utilities) Contact 
382-8472 (quiet, clean, no parties) 
FOR RENT 
Free Apartment Finding Service 
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc. 
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
2 bedroom, 2 bath, washer/dryer, walk 
to campus 12187 Descartes Ct. $425 
per month call 695-3055. 
Biw~kly contract student apartment 
very good rate please ·call 273-1500. 
Attractive 2 bedroom apt walk to UCF 
420.00 a month 363-5636. 
2Bf2B, duplex, washer-dryer, dose to 
UCF, approx. $440. 365-3425. 
For rent at Cambridge Cir. 2bd 2 1/2ba 
townhouse washer and dryer $460 per 
month plus discount 851-6195. 
Walking distance to UCF 212 washer/ 
dryer ceiling fans, mini blinds, new 
carpet $445mo. Call Gina 682-3477 
days 380-1855eves. Avail 3/20/93. 
For rent Sherwood Forest 3b2b $600/ 
mo. available 3/1 call 381-2188 pets ok 
Lo· •ely 2b 2b dupl ale heat vertical blinds 
ne.·.r hwy 50 & Dean Rd. $425 mo. $300 
sernrity call 648-5136 or eve 862-3188 
FOR SALE 
Queen waterbed for sale with black 
leather headboard call 366-8511 . 
House 3br2ba lake split plan vaulted 
ceilings great room with formal dining & 
living rooms dbl garage with opener 
xtras $95900.00 657-6224 
AUTOS 
Capri '82 ac stick must sell $500 obo 
407-459-1228. 
'87 Chevy Cavalier Z24 red PS PB PW 
PL air auto tilt cruise blk int. cloth 
bucket seats 81 K miles 4 spk am/fm 
cass good condition asking $4000 Mitch 
277-7752 leave msg. 
1987 lroc-Z Camara, 5.7, TPI, met.blue, 
w/grey leather, t-tops, auto, chip, pw, 
pdl, tilt, cruise, new brakes, 69k mile 
$6999 657-5751 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs pit ~ckage handlers from 
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. 
Greeks & Clubs $1000 an hour! 
Each member of your frat, sorority, 
taam, club, etc. pitches in just one 
hour and your group can raise $1000 
in just a few days! Plus a chance to 
earn $1000 for yourself! No cost. No 
obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65. 
Alaska Summer Employment-
fisheries. Earn $600+/week in 
canneries or $4,000+/month on fishing 
boats. Free transportation I Room & 
Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male or 
Female. For employment program call 
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5418, 
Need money for college expenses? 
Club Juana, upscale mens' nightclub 
now hiring dancers & waitresses. 
Good money no experience necessary 
adjust hours to fit ciass schedule. Call 
Mr. White 831-7717. 
Position available 
Business Manager 
The Central Flori~a Fu-
ture, . the student news-
paper of the University 
of Central Florida, Is cur-
rently accepting apptlca-
tlons and resumestcrthe 
position of business 
manager. 
t -
Tl\ts position requlr · a 
person who can super-
vtse people as well-as 
oversee the f lnanclal . 
traMactl ons and 
records of the newspa-
per. Candidates should 
flll out an application at 
our b usl ness of ft ce 
(823-2601) and submit a 
~me and any tettirs 
~ ·-... ~ recommendat;( 
. Ible. 
;..:-.; 
·~..,,_.-.1 
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per 
week assembling products at home. 
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700 
Dept. FL-307. 
I 
Hairstylist: guaranteed hourly wage 
bonuses, paid vac UCF area 380-2621 
SERVICES 
Why leave home to have your taxes 
prepared? Call 679-4729 for FREE 
pick-up & delivery. 5 yrs. experience 
Larry Nethers' Tax Service. 
Looking for a summer like you've 
never had before? Why not try 
summer camp! Camp Echo L"lke in the 
Adirondacks is looking for men & 
women to be the most important 
persons in a kids life for 8 weeks. If 
you like kids & think you have some-
thing to offer why not give us a call. 
Becky-Campus Rep-273-2934 or call 
directly 914-472-5858. 
TYPISTS 
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
WordPerfect 5.0 · 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professioncil*Accurate 
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735 
Word Processing. Near UCF. 
366-0556 
TypingtWordprocessing. Reasonable. 
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English. 
382-8599. 
Pam Beasley 365-2569. 
Editing/Word Processing/WP 5.1 /Laser 
fonts, spreadsheets, and graphs 
available $1.45/pg base 366-7356. 
Typing .25 off per pg w/ad. 
$2.00-.25=only $1.75. Call Lee 
657-8516. 
Term papers/Documents/Word 
Processing. WP 5.1. UCF employee. 
Fast, great rates. 677-1598. 
Let me do your typing! Starts at $2 pg. 
Resumes $1 O first pg., on WPS.1 
professional editing. 382-0505. 
Term papers & resumes at terrific rates 
281-8888 M-S 9-9-dsktop & WP 5.1 
TUTORS 
Accounting Tutor 
CPA/former college instructor. 
Very experienced. 
Call Loretta at 256-1140. 
Experienced russian tutor/translator, all 
level's, native speaker call Alona 
677-4645. 
OTHER 
Spring Break Jamaica go to the 
extreme! FREE parties, great cheap 
food & drinks. Climb a waterfall swim in 
the Caribbean from $299ea (MIA) 
Reggae.Jam 800-UREGGAE 80M73-
4423. 
PERSONALS 
Say Happy Birthday to Dennis Weeks. 
He's401!1 · 
NT ... SPRING BREAK is just around the 
comer, so hang in therel!!MR 
Looking for a hot date? 
Just give them a ring. 
Listen to hundreds of personal ad 
recordings of people looking for you. 
Relationships/Fantasies 
Exotic Adventures/Live 1 on 1 
. · The newest fun way for hot dates. 
407-422-5115 
Free to call 24 hours. 
CLASSIFIED INFO 
Due to Spring Break, there will not be 
publications on March 9th & 11th. The 
deadline for the March 16th issue will 
be on March 5th by 4:00pm. 
Over .half the peoP.le whq 
have d1alletes don't kDDw 1t. 
Are you one of the seven million Americans u'ho baz 'e 
diabetes and don} know you have it? 
Diabetes is a seridus disease that can often be 
managed. .!f you know you have ii. 
Noz •ember is Nationql Diabetes Month. For a free copy 
of the diabetes risk lest, call your local American Diabetes 
Association. 
Knou1ngyou ·btwe diabetes could save your life: 
A. AmeriP:an DiaDetes ,. Association .. American Diabetes Associatioo 3101 Maguire Blvd., Su~le 288 Orlando, FL 32803 (407) 894-3888 
RSHIP FOR A DRUG-FREE FLORIDA 
·TN~ position wlll be. 
bY February 1993 andthe 
chosen candidate's ten-
ure wlll be effective until 
the end of the spring se-
mester of 1994. 
The Central Florida Future has unlimited opportunities for adver-
tising representatives. Payment is made on a generous commis-
sion basis and the only requirements are a positive and motivated 
personality. Call Bill or Tisha at 823-2602. 
PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG-FREE AMERICA 
, 
• 
• 
.. · .~. · .. 
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Diamond Knights' second baseman is good as gold . 
by Alan Byrd 
STAFF REPORTER 
Yearsago,EricGoldenandhisteammat.esinColumbus, 
Ohio dreamed about playing baseball in Florida. 
Golden fulfilled his high school dream of playing in the 
Sunshine State when he enrolled at UCF. Although he 
started only 12 games during his freshman year, Golden is 
now a oo-ea.pt.ain and the only permanent starter in the 
DiamondKnights'lineup.AstheKnights' secondbaseman, 
Golden is batting .294 with a .442 on-base percent.age. He 
is also the only returning starter in UCFs infield . 
"I have to be a leader on the field as well as off," 
Golden said. "The older players have· tu help out by 
setting an example. We have to teach the younger 
players how to look at the season. The first year you 
don't realize how long it is. I didn't." 
Throughout his life Golden has been surrounded by 
baseball. His father was a player anda coach at Ohio Stat.e 
University. In high school the younger Golden lettered in 
three sports: basketball, soccer and, of course, baseball. 
"Our parent.s [Golden's brother, Steve, also plays base-
ball for UCFJ let us pick which~ver sport we wanted," 
Golden said. ''Dad taught me everything I know." 
Golden's family plays an important role in his careers in 
10 % off with UCF ID 
We buy used cars 
baseball and school They make the trip down from Colum-
bus a few times a year to watch their sons play. 
He attributes his sureess to the values his parent.s 
taught him. 
'They taught me that I have to get everything I want 
myself and nothing comes easy," Golden said. 
Most disappointing was barely missing an opportunity 
to go to regionals last year. The t.eam felt they were good 
enough to go to the tournament, but hopes were cut short 
at the end of the season. This gives Golden something to 
strive for this year. 
'That is the great thing about baseball;r. Golden said. 
''You have a team spirit with an individual concept working 
within a team theme. You must work with everyone." 
On the :field, Golden always thinks about the game and 
what will happen next. "I think about what rm goingto do 
if the ball comes to me in the field. At the plate, I think about 
what rm going to do with the next pitch," Golden said. 
The Diamond Knights play some of the tougher t.eams 
in the nation, such as ISU, who is ranked number one in 
theAPpoll,Miami, TennesseeandFloridaState. However, 
Goldenislookingforward to the game at the end of the year 
that put.s the Knight.sin the regional tournament. 
"All others lead up to that game," Golden said. 
'The feeling you have after a game like that is incred-
8otivac & 50116 
AUTOMOTIVE OPTIONS,-INC. 
WORLDWIDE EXPORT 
James B. King 
Senior Salesman 
9809 East Colonial Dr. 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Tel: ( 407) 282-2442 
"Se habla Espanol" 
ible," Golden said. "At that time you look bark and see the 
hard work paid off. You feel good about yourself and the · 
t.eam feels good about itself." 
Golden is also excited about playing the Kansas City 
Royals March 4. · 
'That's always a great day," Golden said. "Especially 
being around the big leaguers and playing against George 
Brett. Hopefully, we can win, but the main goal is to have 
a good time." 
But baseball is not the only thing important to Golden. ' . 
While athletes seem tohaveabadreput.ation whenitcomes 
to academics, GOlden does not. Golden carries a 3.59 GPA 
and is majoring in psychology. 
"It's all a matter of your priorities," Golden said. 'The · 
number one reason you go to college is for an education. 
Baseball comes after that." 
Golden would like to mPke it on a professional 
te~m. He would prefer the Los Angeles Dodgers or 
the Montreal Expos. · 
"I would like to play as long as I can," Golden said. "I'm 
not like [UCF pitcher Joe] Wagner, who knows he'll get 
drafted. I don't know if I will." 
. Even without baseball, Golden stil has a promising · 
future. He would like to go to grad school or law school "I 
hope I don't have to worry abQut that," Golden said. 
Bri"' yoa bike to tbe 
111 ll'Dl/B rl)Obile repar service -
l<NtGHrs Dr rHE RDUND flWll Every Wecbesday , 9 ~ 2 pn>. aaoss fron) tbe Wld Pizza-UCF tanJPUS 
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Clubs & Organizations Information 
Refreshments will be provided 
If you're taking one o.f tt~ese tests, take 
. . Kaplan first. We teach you exactly what the test 
covers. and show you the test taking strategies 
· you'll need to score your best No one teaches you 
to think like the test makers better than Kaplan. · 
For more information call 1·800.KAP·TEST. 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 
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Mike McGovern and Robert .Dean Devore work as a team to put 
WUCF's sports segments on the airwaves. <DeHoog1FuruRE) 
WUCF 
FROM PAGE 12 
cause of the programming. Right now 
we can't do back-to-back broadcasts, 
can't do two Tuesdays in a row. Hope-
"lgotint.oitbecauseMikecameint.oone fully that will change in the future," 
of my classes and said there would be McGovern said. 
tryoutsforasportsposition,"DeVoresaid Station General Manager Dr. Jose 
De Vore said he likes radio and has Maunez-Cuadra said he has received posi-
aspirations of becoming a boxing ana- tive feedback on the sports programs and 
lyst. Both say their experiences at the feels the station will expand its sports cov-
radio station have been invaluable to erage in the future. 
their futures. "It'sapossibility. We have 
"When I first started, we ~~~~~~~~ increased since last semes-
would rewrite articles from " terand wehaveta1kedabout 
h ,, D v .d •.• we cover startin t.o w t e paper, e ore sru . g cover soccer. e 
"Now we do real reporting UCF sports as used t.o do one broadcast per 
and we cover UCF sports best we can. " day, now we have have ex-
as best we can." panded t.otwo.~ 
"We set up our own Maunezsaidhewouldlike 
equipment," McGovern .·Robert Devore t.oseemorestudentsbeable 
added. "We do everything WUCF SPORTS t.obepaidforworkingatthe 
from set-up to engineering, station, which may increase 
And it's very gratifying." the staff. 
McGovern andDe Vore both like broad- "We don't want to expand too fa_st and 
casting baseball the best, but admit it is take on more than we can handle," 
challengingtoputtogetheragoodshow. Maunez said. ''We're happy with what 
They alternate calling play-by-play and they're doing. And Mike (McGovern) has 
doing color commentary. been doingagreatjob. So far, we haven't ' 
"Baseball is by far the most difficult rejected one of his proposals. He's bat-
sport to broadcast," De Vore said. "In ting .1000." 
terms of time there is a lot of dead air WUC_F is run mostly by student vol-
because it's so slow. And it's one of the unteers. Maunez said they have to use , 
few sports people either ~ove or hate. volunteers.to keep the station on the air 
Basketball has a lot of.information, so while keeping costs low. But he feels the 
there's lots to say.Not so with baseball. students are gettingsomethingveryvalu-
It's more ofa challenge." able out of the experience. " 
As sports director, McGovern said "Thestudentsaredoingitaspartoftheir 
he hopes WUCF can find time to broad- professional development. It is like a work-
cast more sporting events. ing lab. It gives students a chance t.o put to 
"I understand we are restricted be- work what they read in books." 
Gretzky, LA Kings take 
electricity out of Tampa 
Trace Trylko 
SOUND OF LIGHTNING 
The Great One payed a visit to Expo 
Hall in Tampa Monday night. Wayne 
Gretzky and the Los Angeles Kings 
shut down the listless Tampa Bay 
Lightning, 5-2. 
For Gretzky, who was making his 
first appearance on Tampa's home ice, 
the evening was a success. 
Gretzky recorded four points on 
three assists and a goal he pushed by 
Lightning goalie Wendell Young in the 
second period. 
Since returning from a disk injury, 
Gretzky has not. been up to his usual 
spectacular form. 
Prior to Monday's point-producing 
night, Gretzky had one stretch in which 
he went 16 games without scoring a 
goal. He is beginning to find his groove. 
"So far, in the last six or seven games, 
I really feel like I've been around the 
puck more," Gretzky said. 
Tampa Bay has hit an offensive 
drought. They have been drubbed 5-2 
in back-to-back games and are falling 
lower in the Norris Division. 
Monday's loss dropped the Bolts to 
19-39-4. Tampa's 42 points trails fifth-
place St. Louis by 18. 
Offensive stars in Monday's loss in-
cluded right-wing John Tucker, whose 
first-period goal was his 15th of the 
season. 
Meanwhile, Lightning defender Bob 
Beers snuck the puck past rookie Kings 
goalie Rick Knickle with 1:05 left in the 
second period to cut L<>s Angeles' lead to 3-
2. Beers has scored nine goals this season. 
Despite the loss, Tampa Bay took 
the season series with the Kings, 2-1. 
Tonight the Norris' first place Chicago 
Blackhawks invade Tampa. Game time 
is 7:40 p.m. 
Tampa takes to the road for a Satur-
day evening clash with the Pittsburgh 
Penguins before facing the Montreal 
Canadiens at home on Wednesday. 
Sports Briefs i;~ 
X: 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S GOLF 
Both the men's and women's golf 
teams stayed busy this past week-
end by attending the 1993 Gator 
Invitational in Gainesville. 
The men finished in a tie for 10th 
place in a field of 14 teams from the 
Southeastern United States. UCF's 
top finisher was Robert Damron, 
who shot a very consistent" 71-70-
72=213, only five strokes behind the 
winner. 
Though the University of Florida 
won the t.ournament, the weekend's 
best round belonged to UCFs own 
Hans Strom Olsen. Olsen led the field 
after a first rouiid 66. Olsen went on to 
finish in a tie for 31st place. 
The women also played in the 
Gator Invitational and finished sev-
en th out of 12 schools. Connie 
Masterson led the way for the_ Lady 
Knights and finished 13th out of 60 
golfers: Both the men and women 
will be in Miami for the Miami Invi-
tational this weekend. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
The men's team enjoyed a slow week 
with only one match. On Wednesday, 
the Knights crushed Stetson and im-
proved their record to 5-2-1. UCF won 
five of six singles matches and two of 
three doubles matches, losing only four 
sets all afternoon. Maurice Pacheco 
and Todd Trombetti both enjoyed shut-
outs as the Knights rolled over Stetson 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
The Lady Knights added both an-
other win and loss to their record this 
week. On Tuesday, the women hap-
pily accepted a win as Lynn Univer-
sity defaulted. The women were not 
so lucky on Friday as they traveled to 
Stetson and suffered a 6-3 defeat. 
Though the Lady Knights split the 
six singles matches, they were un-
able to upset any of the three Stetson 
doubles teams. This week the Lady 
Knights look forward to Jacksonville 
·and UNC-Wilmington. 
. .,.. ... ________________ _ 
eeteNIAL 
FLEA 
11500 E. COLONIAL DR. (E.-HWY 50) 
(WEST OF ALAFA YA TRAIL) 
ORLANDO 
=· · 
:· : 
PACKAGE INCLUDES: Air from Miami • 
Hotel• Transfers• S13DepartureTax • 
$10 Security Fee • Free Beach Parties 
~ NOW OPEN FRI. NOON - 8 PM 
SAT & SUN 8 AM - 5 PM 
7426 University Blvd. • Winter Pork. FL 32792 
(407) 679·5499 • (800) 299-5499 .G A R A G E S A L E R S/ 
SPECIAL 
$ 2.00 
ON FRIDAYS· 
550 PAVED & COVE.RED SPACES 
( 407) 380-8888 OR ( 407) 679-8705 
NORB KOLB, MGR. 
9 ... _ ~----------·· 
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Without Shaquille, would the NliA's All-star 
weekend have been much to taJk about? 
Jenny Duncanson 
OFFSIDES 
Over the weekend I sat down in 
front of the television and took in some 
prime-time basketball. It was time for 
the creme-de-la-creme, the hard court 
soldiers, to take a mid-season break, 
lose the heavy week-to-week pressure 
and have some fun playing the game 
they love. 
Live, from Salt Lake City, Utah- all 
the action of the NBA All-Star Weekend. 
Highlighting the festivities was a 
three-point contest, a slam-dunk com-
petition, a visit from the legends of the 
game and, of course, the marquee event, 
the East-West All-Star battle. The West 
captured the victory and the players 
packed up and went home - back to 
business as usual. 
The NBA weekend boasts the sec-
ond-highest rating among All-Star 
games, trailing only baseball's fall 
break. 
There are critics who have been mak-
ing a big fuss and have been trying to 
persuade the people in charge to make 
changes in a perfectly good, fun-filled 
event. They want to scrap the legends 
game and replace it with a rookies 
game. They seek to eliminate the slam-
dunk contest and the three-point 
competition and replace it with ... ? 
(This has not been decided yet. More 
basketball stars rapping, maybe? 
Charles Barkley singing "Rhythm 
is a Dancer?") 
Hold on just a minute now, who's 
not-so-brilliant idea is this? And what, 
exactly, is the not-so-logical reasoning 
behind it? 
Let me repeat something (in all caps 
for those of you who missed it the first 
time). THE NBA ALL-STAR WEEK-
END BOASTS BIG-TIME RATINGS. 
Let's see, fans are happy, players 
are happy, networks are happy, spon-
sors are happy, critics are not happy. 
What's the problem here? 
Did you watch the games or see the 
highlights? Did you see all the happy 
faces? Did you see any bored fans? 
Neither did I. 
The legends game is great. A look 
ID.to the past. Nostalgia for some, a 
lesson in history for others. But above 
all, an opportunity to honor the game's 
greats. 
The slam-dunk and three-poin_t con-
tests are entertainingfor both the crowd 
and the players. How many times in a 
game does Harold Miner get to hurdle 
- through the air with the greatest of 
ease and twirl three times and put the 
ball under his legs and around his back 
before gracefuliy dropping it through · 
the cylinder? 
The critics point to the lack of atten-
dance at these events as support for 
their points (the All-Star game always 
sells out, but the other events do not). 
Hey guys - take a look at the ticket 
prices! Last year in Orlando even the 
season ticket holders got charged over 
$20 for the worst seats in the house for 
the slam-dunk competition .. That is the 
problem; 
Leave the format alone, let the play-
ers have their stress-free fun, let the 
fans enjoy the action and concentrate 
on the real problem - greedy, money-
grubbing head honchos. 
Stand and cheer, hoop fans, and tell 
the critics not to mess with our enter-
tainment. 
Bring Friends ... 
Roommates ... 
and Money!!! 
OUTL~T -
Belz Factory 
·Outlet World 
Mall 2 
363-4670 
10% student discount on rogular ·merchandise with UCF ID 
Arbour Village Apartn1ents 
Arbour Village ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You. 
The freshness of country living with the convenience of 
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a 
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just 
walking distance to UCF. 
.2 laundry facilities .Oversized walk-in closets 
Trace Trylko 
OFFICIAL WORD 
Shaquille O'N eal's debut in Sunday's 
NBA All-Star game was the most excit-
ing moment in an otherwise mundane 
weekend of All-Star activities. 
This dream-filled weekend has fallen 
flat. It's just not that interesting any-
more. The slam-dunk contest was a 
yawn-filled event that was barely en:-
joyed by more than the fans that filled 
Salt Lake City's Delta Center. 
Most people I watched with at a 
local sports bar.tuned out after the first 
few dunks. This ho--hum competition 
needs to go. 
While we're at it, let's dump the 
Legends Classic. Sure, these basket-
ball greats were spectacular in their 
time, but they just don't play to today's 
young, hip N~A audience. Yes, George 
Gervin's 14 points were impressive and 
50-year old Calvin Murphy shined, but 
who cares? 
If we wanted old-timers games, we'd 
watch baseball or hang out at shuffie-
board matches. Pulled muscles and 
missed layups are for pick-up games, 
not contests between legendary play-
ers. Save this game for the Hall of 
Fame induction ceremonies·. 
Broadcasters and fans have repeat-
edly mentioned a rookies game replac-
ing another boring evening of geezer 
QC COMPUTER 
aka SHAREWARE· TO-GO OF ORLANDO 
action. Miami's Harold Miner, 
Charlotte's Alonzo Mourning and 
Minnesota's Christian Laettner 
should be given a chance to show off 
their talents during the NBA's public-
ity-filled star fest. 
The rookies are the future of the 
game on the court and they are the 
keys to the game's growth on televi-
sion, at the gate and souvenir stand 
and across the globe. The NBA has 
been a rising star among professional 
sports leagues. Spotlighting the fresh-
man class will only help the league's 
star sparkle brighter. 
Instead of the- dunk session, how 
about a night of one-on-one competi· 
tion featuring the NBA's best play-
ers? The fans would roar if Shaq was 
standing tall against Patrick Ewing 
or David Robinson. The moves, the 
hustle and the payoff dunks would 
send fans into a frenzy. 
Picture all of the great matchups 
we could watch. Michael Jordan ver-
sus Clyde Drexler, Charles Barkley 
versus Scottie Pippen or even Mark 
Price versus John Stockton. 
One on one, these guys could show 
what they could do without a support-
ing cast around them. The results 
would be talked about long after the 
players returned to their respective 
clubs. 
Well, we'll have to wait and see if 
the NBA tinkers with its All-Star 
weekend. At the very least, let's hope 
they involve the mascots more. 
Orlando's stuffed green fur ball ver-
sus Phoenix's ape guy or Charlotte's 
dunking maniac tangling with 
Denver's dribbling mountain lion. Or, 
I know, let's have each team's 
cheerleading squad go head-to-head 
on the hardwood. Let's see these girls, 
er, women, drop the porn pons and 
pick up the round ball. Go get 'em, 
Magic Girls! · 
Until next week, remember - the 
sports beat goes on! · 
MEN 
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minute drought, scoring only 
one point during that time. 
"Our shot selection declined 
and their defense picked up 
during that time," Dean said. 
"That's the nature of basket-
ball. It's a game of streaks. 
You can only hope that your 
streak is stronger than theirs." 
Reserve cent er Kirk 
VanDeusen finished one point 
from a career high, scoring six 
points in seven minutes. He 
had a chance for his high, but 
missed a free throw. 
Forward Darryl Davis led 
all scorers with 17 points. 
For Charleston, forward 
Patrick King had a double 
double as he led his team in 
rebounds with 10. 
College of Charleston (82) 
Palmer4-103-6 ll, King4-1S 8-ll 16,Jack.eon4-
8 6-9 14, Woods 1-3 1-2 3, Busby 6-10 1-4 15, 
J ohneon 0-0 0-2 0, Turner 1-6 0-0 3, Cruickshank. 
0-1 0-0 o .
• 2 swinuning pools 
• Professional managemenr 
• Small pets accepted 
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts 
•Exercise Room •Sauna 
DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES, 
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC. 
UCF (69) 
Walker2-63-5 7, Davia 6-14 2-317, Sa.xton3-7 4-
7 10, Phillips3-7 3-3 10, Foster4-10 1-1 9, Maton 
0-0 0-0 0, Harding 0-0 0-0 0, Harper 0-1 0-0 O, 
VanDeuaen 3-4 0-1 6. 
FURNISHED APARTMEN:rg ~VAILABLE 
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826 
. ( 407) 282-7333 
DISCOUNTEI) SOFfW ARES, AS LOW AS 1.1.22 
EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES 
TEL: 679-3551 
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK 
Halftime UCF 32, Charleston 29. Three point 
11hot11-Charle1ton 3-9 (Busby 2-5, Turner 1-2, 
King 0-2), UCF 4-12 <Davis 3-7, Phillips 1-2, 
Foster 0-2, Saxton 0-1). Rebounds-Charleston 33 
(King 10), UCF 37 (Foster 9). Total Foul1 Char le• 
.. _ 
. .· 
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Cougars come back to nip Knights in second 
by Alan Byrd 
STAFF REPORTER 
Dean has wanted his basket- night, they played what could 
ball team to play better de- be considered one of their best 
fense. In their 62-59 loss to the defensive games of the year. 
ThisseasonHeadCoachJoe CollegeofCharlestonMonday Unfortunately for Dean and 
UCF Head Coach Joe Dean huddles with the Running Knights during Monday 
niglit's 62-59 loss to the College of Charleston at the U~F Arena. <DeHoog1FuruRE) 
t!-~: rest of the Running Coming out of the locker 
Knights, they played a team room, the Cougars were fired 
ranked eighth in the nation in up and shut down the Knights 
defense. in all aspects of the game. 
The College of Charleston Charleston held the Knights 
blasted int\l the national spot- to 27 points in the second half, 
light P.arlier in the season af- with a 38 percent shooting av-
ter toppling Georgia Tech in erage. Charleston ,also found 
Atlanta. Tech was in the top their shooting touch, making 
20 at the time. Since that win, 4 7 percent from the field in the 
the Cougars have built their second half. 
record to 18-6. .·.·=·=============· =· As has happened so many 
~1~tJ~~'''" timl~~~ 
The Kmghts battled ·=:Mm:m~;~r=·· minutes. The 
back with defense ·<:==i;;:mi:ik ·~ Cougars took the 
' ·:· 
keeping Charleston to a ·::;: lead with 11 min-
35 percent field goal shoot- " ~ ... , utes left in the con-
ing average while UCF shot -:::~;~tli~t@''' test. Although the 
50 percent in the first half. Knights challenged the 
The Knights built an eight- rest of the game, they went 
point lead and closed the half cold and could not get the ball 
with a 32-29 advantage. in the hoop until the last 
"We played extremely hard minute of the game. At one 
the first half," Dean said. "We point they went on a four 
played probably as good as we 
have all year in that half." MEN continued page 11 -
WHAT'S ON 'AP? · Your source for sports -WUCF 
Thursday-
Friday-
~aturday-
Sunday-
Monday-
Tuesday-
Women's Basketball® College of 
Charleston 5:15 p.m. 
Baseball vs. Tennessee 7 p.m. 
Baseball vs. Illinois 3 p.m. 
·Baseball vs. Tennessee 7 f.m. 
Golf@ Miami Invitationa 
Women's Basketball @ Georgia 
State 5:15 p.m. 
Track@ Jacksonville noon 
Golf Miami Invitational (cont'd) 
Men's and Women's Terinis vs. 
Jacksonville noon 
Baseball vs. Illinois noon 
Women's Tennis vs. UNC @ 
Wilmington 2 p.m. 
Men's Tennis vs. Hampton 2 p.m. 
Men's Basketball vs. Stetson 
7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday- Baseball vs. Vanderbilt 3 p.m. 
by Jenny Duncanson 
SPORTS EDITOR 
It's the real deal for sports! 
The sports staff at WUCF 89.9 FM is busy this 
year bringing students and 
area listeners the fast-
paced action of the Fight-
ing, Running and Diamond 
Knights. For the 1992-93 
school year, WUCF pro-
duced four football games, 
is broadcasting eight bas-
ketball games and is call-
ing the action for eight 
baseball games. 
Mike McGovern heads 
the sports department and is assisted by Robert 
Dean De Vore. Both are radio/television majors and 
call most of the games. Gary Bowie is also calling 
some of the baseball and basketball action while 
brothers Gregory and Phil Edwards have been fol-
lowing the Running Knights. 
Meanwhile, stat-minded Jack Storey and versa-
tile Julian Gonzalez often come off the bench and 
help with Sports Beat, the daily sports broadcasts at 
5:20 and 6:20p. m., and other game action. McGovern 
said the philosophy for 
the sports department is 
to get a local angle on 
sports and bring more 
exposure to UCF athlet-
ics. He has been with the 
radio station for two 
years, sports director for 
one. 
"I wanted to get into 
broadcasting and some-
one told me about the 
station," McGovern said. "I did a practicum and now 
I love it. I'd like to keep working radio and work up 
to T.V. later." 
WUCF continued page 1 O 
Knights prepare for big battles 
season on . Tuesday. They have several 
questions going into the season. The Vol-
unteers only returned two pitchers from 
last year's squad. Another returner-is sec-
ond baseman· Alexsan Miguel, who was 
second in the Southeastern Conference ip. 
Picture this ... 
Staff Report 
Florida Institute of Technology, 
Flagler, Rollins and Bethune-Cookman 
wereappetizersfortheDiamondKnights. 
However, the time has come for stronger 
opponents. This weekend's main course 
features Illinois, behind All-American 
Scott Speizio, and Tennessee at the UCF 
Baseball Complex. 
Illinois started their season two weeks 
ago with a series against Miami. They are 
led by a one-two pitching punch of Matt 
Arrendale, who is scheduled to pitch against 
theKnigh~onSaturday,andKeithToriani. 
Arrendale leads the team with a 1;00 
ERA. Toriani got hammered at Miami, 
leaving with a 19.64 ERA. He is also tied 
with three other hitters, leading the team 
with a .280 average. 
Speizio, son of former major leaguer Ed 
Speizio, is in contention for the all-time 
career home run record. Last season he set 
the single season record with 19 round 
trippers. 
Tennessee played their first game of the 
QUICK FACTS 
Illinois Fighting Illini 
Head Coach: Richard "Itch" Jones, 
25th year 
Record: 1-2 
Conference: Big Ten 
Leading hitter: Four tied at .280 
Leading Pitcher: Matt Arrendale 
1.00ERA 
Game Time: Friday 3 p.m., Sunday 
noon 
Tennessee Volunteers 
Head Coach: Rod Delmonico, third 
year 
Record: 1-0 
Conference: Southeastern 
Game Time: Thursday 7 p.m., Fri-
day 7 p.m. 
"Hey fat guy! Get out of my way!'; <0eHoog1FuruRE) 
ALL-STAR COLUMN BATTLES page 11 
Hoss (Jason Jacobs) and Crow (Gregory J. Dohanic) are in the battle of their rock 'n' roll lives, 
in Sam Sherpard's play "Toot~ of Crime." (dehoog/future) - • 
Sex, drugs and rOck1n'rolh 
what more-could UCF want? 
Years ago, I saw Sam Shepard's "Curse of the Starving 
Class" performed. and from then on, I was hooked on 
Shepard's work. I have read several of his plays, and "The 
Tooth of Crime" is one of my favorites. So, when I heard the 
University of Central Florida Theatre was going to be 
performing "The Tooth of Crime," I was ecstatic. 
I took a friend with me to see the play. and when he found 
out that Orlando's alternative-rock group Shock Uzard was 
performing the music, he asked me, "Is this a musical?" 
"Not really, 11 I said. "Well, sort of. 11 
There are eight musical numbers in the play, but the 
· drama of the story makes it hard for one to consider "The 
Tooth of Crime" a musical. 
"The Tooth of Crime" is a play about power. An aging 
rock-n-roller is confronted by a younger one who wants to 
take his place, and the two of them have a showdown of 
words set to music. 
In the UCF production, Hoss, the aging rock-n-roller, is 
portrayed by Jason Jacobs, the lead singer for Shock 
Lizard. I saw Shock Lizard perform at a party once. and they 
were pretty good. The band's opening-night performance 
in "The Tooth of Crime" was excellent, and Jacobs' voice 
was tremendous. 
The young rocker, Crow, is portrayed by Gregory J. 
Dohanic. Dohanic does a great acting job, but his singing 
leaves something to be desired. The same can be said for 
April Uvengood. who portrays Hoss' girlfriend Becky Lou. 
Shock Lizard's accompaniment was a bit overpowering for 
both of their voices. 
As Hoss preparesforthemusical showdown, he dreams 
of his past. During this scene, ~ngood perfonns one of 
the most interesting parts in the play as Hoss remembers 
his and Becky's frst sexual encounter. The way in which the 
entire dream/memory scene is depicted is a characteristic 
aspect of Shepard's works - kind of twisted, but cool. 
When I read "The Tooth of Crime," I did not see it as 
being funny, but the UCF production was comical. 
First, Hoss uses an astrologer called "Star Man." Gully 
Shell portrayed the mystic freak rather well. 
Then there's Galactic Jack, who is a Wolfman Jack-like 
DJ. As Galactic Jack, Daniel Johnson chugs onto stage 
dressed in a red leisure suit and feathered hat and gives 
Hoss advice about staying on top. 
One of the funniest characters in the UCF performance 
is Doc. Whenever Hoss needs a fix, Doc comes in to set 
him up. Doc even partakes in the goodies. In portraying this 
character, Fred Mooneyham makes some wild faces and is 
very amusing. 
The funniest performance of the evening came from 
Allen Austin-the referee. During the showdown between 
Hoss and Crow, Austin makes some hilarious moves while 
calling the match. 
All of this action and comedy take place on a really cool 
set. Set/lighting designer Joseph Rusnock did a fabulous 
job portraying Hoss' protected compound. 
Even though this performance of "The Tooth of Crime" 
was different than I imagined while reading the play, I was 
not disappointed. Director James Cati did a fine job with 
Shepard's great play. 
·The Tooth of Crime· is a play with sex, drugs, rock-n-
roU and sports. What more could a college student want? 
Performances are tonight, Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. 
and Sunday at 2 p.m. 
• debbie didier 
assistant entertainment editor 
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SHAMROCK 
BEVERAGE 
Beer, Wine, Liquor, 
Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs 
Smirnoff 
Vodka 
99 750 ml 
80 Proof 
Specials Good 
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Dear Gabby 
Chastity Belt! 
Dear Gabby: I love my girlfriend but wish she had a larger chest. Would it be rude to ask her to 
have a breast enlargement? Big Eyes 
Dear Big Eyes: Go ahead and ask her .... but be aware that enlargement procedures are available 
for men also. How would you respond to her request? 
Dear Gabby: I recently ended a relationship and I'm miserable! He still loves me, but I care for 
him only as a friend. I now have my own bedroom in his house because I can't afford my own 
place. When dates call me at home my ex-lover tries to listen and makes me feel guilty .. Even 
going out is difficult because we share friends and he shows up. I like living with him but my love 
life is non-existent. Is moving out the only solution? Chastity Belt 
Located RIGHT ACROSS 
FROM UCF in between 
Kinko's and 12223 University Blvd. 
Dear Chastity Belt: No, you don't have to move. The key to removing your chastity belt is to 
find potential dates without going out or getting calls at your home. Your solution is call 
Tele-Companions in .Orlando at 422-5115._ It's free to call and thousands of men and women in 
Orlando have connected because of this new technology. You can listen to hundreds of personal ad 
recordings of people looking for someone to date. They have every kind of person anyone would 
ever want. You can select age brac_kets and listen to categories such as Long Term Relationships, 
Casual, Fantasies or Exotic Adventures. The recordings can be very revealing, sexy and a fun 
way to entertain yourself. It's completei, anonymous because people don't give their full name in 
the recordings. It's free for women to record their own message or leave messages for the guys they 
like in the system. You'll have plenty of guys leaving messages for you because its free for men to 
listen to the ladies recordings and thousands call daily. You'll have your own mailbox number and 
security code ..... so this can be your secret. It's perfect for you because your ex won't know how 
UCF Credit Union 823-9370 
you are solving your problem. Paid Advertisin 
- ~- h-~~ ~·~  ~ 
NOWWITH1WO 
HAPPY HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
4- 7 PM 
WINGS 
New Late Night 
Happy Hour 
Every Night 
11 PM to Close 
Watch all the Magic Games Here on a Big Screen and 5 Monitors. 
DEAN AND UNIVERSITY 677-1004 
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! 
$99.00 Plus Tax 
7 Nights 8 Days 
ORI i : 
I 
$57.00 Plus Tax 
Per Person Based 
On Quad Occupancy 
*Free Breakfast Daily 
*Continuous Pool Parties 
*No Cover in Night Club 
Reservations ~nd College 
ID Required 
1-800-756-8827 
Per Day, Up to 
4 in a Room 
INCLUDES 
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i 
i 
: 
"Continuous" Filming I 
as Seen on MTV I 
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~ 
ParadisellII 
333 s. Atlantic Avenue 
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! 
Dayt<>11a Beach, FL 32118 i 
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PlBTME NT 
s z 
One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom 
'apartments in East Orlando. 
$299 moves you in! 
Limited Time Only! 
(407) 365-8388 
• Windows in Every Kitchen 
e Screened Patio 
•Sand Volleyball 
•Basketball 
s 
• 3 Swimming Pools 
•Tennis 
• Racquetball 
• Free Basic Cable Service 
•Washer/ Dryer Available 
• Shuttle Buses Availab!e 
From University Boulevard, 
head north on Alafaya Trail 
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard. 
Turn right and we are just 
ahead on the left. 
• Alafaya Woods Blvd. 
University Blvd 
LSAT • MCAT 
GMAT • NCLEX 
GRE • SPEED READING 
THE TEST IS WHEN? CLASSES FORMING NOW. 
8 Live Classes with experienced instructqrs 
0 Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available. 
7 days a week• ·Evenings too! 
o No Nonsense Guarantee 
0 Industry Leader - 53 years of experiertce and 
2 million graduates prove we've got the 
expertise and resources it takes to help students 
succeed 
KAPLAN 
THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION 
273-7111 
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Rave: Is it just clean fun or social escapism? 
After becoming highly intoxicated and avoiding the 
dreaded fun-stoppers COrlando' s finest>, Heather and 
Jack made their way to the much-publicized rave at 
the Tupperware Civic Center. The bass-laden rhythm 
of the music could clearly be heard from outside. It was 
evident from the appearance of the people entering 
the building this would be a unique experience. 
Like the white rabbit from "Alice in Wonderland," 
Randy Waters, coordinator of raves for Happy House 
Productions in Orlando, led us into the alternative 
reality of ravedom. 
This new world was filled with gyrating silhouettes 
shrouded in a cloud of clove cigarette smoke. A variety 
of merchants surrounded this body of techno-motion, 
selling those wandering outside this realm everything 
from incense to bongs. 
"The consciousness obta_ined here is for a higher and 
a better life. The music takes you to this higher level, " said 
Gerard, a representative for The Drop Shop. 
The music is hypnotic. The continuous rhythm and 
beat enhances one's sensory perceptions, and there 
is a unique interpretation for everyone who experiences 
it. The music of the rave culture serves as the core of a 
world which parodies the real one in which we live. 
"I feel like I'm on Mars," said Hans, a first-time raver. 
Hewas right! This is a different world, butthatisthewhole 
purpose behind the rave movement - escapism. 
Tim, a hard-core raver, his 61411 frame magnified by the , 
court jester hat_he wears and a goatee that likens him to 
"Shaggy" from the Scooby-Doo cartoons, was a likable 
character. Eager to talk, Tim insists that raves are "not a 
high drug-oriented culture." But, immediately after he 
said this, a friend of his walked up with a vile and handed 
it to him. He took a huge sniff, then offered it up to others. 
"What was that?" Jack asked. 
"It's Rush. It's a good 10-second high," Tim said. 
"That must kill a lot of brain cells," Jack added. 
Tim responded with a shrug. "I have no idea." 
It is apparent that the consequences of using syn-
thetic drugs . do not a concern the rave generation. 
They are unaware of the medical implications and, 
quite honestly, don't give a damn. 
There is much more to this culture than drugs, 
however, and the message is voiced through the 
generation of youth that participates in it. Tim put it into 
perspective when he said, "We have good intentions. 
We are a generation that wants peace and happiness. 
We want to get away from the pressures previous 
generations have created. We don't want to inherit the 
world in the condition given to us by them. It's not the 
world we want to exist in." 
Tim began to walk away at this point, a little angry 
and a little disgusted. Following him, Jack asked him 
a difficult question: "Who is going to make it better?" 
"What do-you mean?" Tim replied .. Unlike the hippie generation of the '60s, ravers do not 
have a political cause. Young people today just want to 
have a good time and escape the woes of society. Similar 
to the youth culture of the 160s, mind-altering drugs like 
LSD and Ecstasy, or" X." are fairly prevalent at raves. An 
estimated 30 percent of the people that attend these 
events are on something. The rest just come for the 
music and the atmosphere. 
"If your generation runs away from the problems they 
face and choose this alternate reality, who is going to 
make the world a better place to live in?" Jack asked. 
"I have no idea," Tim replied apathetically. 
Escaping reality and shirking responsibility seems 
to be the attitude of many of today's young people. 
They often bitch about the condition pf the world , but 
seem unwilling to make any effort to change anything. 
Instead, they choose to ignore the problem by taking 
drugs and raving! 
• heather lee I jack roth 
central florida future 
Films that fell prey to the Hollywood movie industry 
Hollywood can finally breathe a sigh of 
relief. The Oscar nominations have been 
announced. Now is the time for the stu- , 
dios and celebrities to tally up the nomi-
nations and plan for re-releases and post-
Oscar hype. The only thing left to do is 
actually hand out the golden statues. 
Amidst all the hoopla of the announced 
nominations, it's interesting to take a 
look at those not nominated: The films 
and people that have been, for lack of a 
better word, snubbed. 
The big looser this year was Spike 
Lee. His critically acclaimed "Malcolm 
X" grabbed only one major nomination 
for best actor. It's Hollywood's way of 
acknowledging the film but thumbing their 
noses at the outspoken Lee. At the time 
of its release, "X," was a shoe-in for best 
picture and director nods. 
But as the media is all-too willing to 
point out, Spike Lee has a big mouth. He 
is unpopular in the movie industry, and 
his outbursts against Warner Brothers 
over the making of "X" may have cost inevitable. Guess again. Even though it 
him his Oscar due. Maybe next year. scored high critically, this barrage of 
Also in the bio-pic disappointments machismo simply lost Oscar steam. 
category were .. Hoffa" and "Chaplin." Even more surprising is the rel.ative lack 
While both were promoted by their re- of re;:;pect for "The Player." On every 
spective studios for Oscar contention, major critics' top 10 list, it only snagged 
they fell flat critically and financially. Nei- two major nominations - for screenplay 
ther, film really was able to capture .. :::::::.  and director Robert Altman. 
the.tru~ essence needed to make irn~:~:i:1~::1:\Fmf:~ The. establishment may. h~ve 
a b10-p1c successful. The only ::::~;:::::::::::::::: ··;;:::::::::::~~m shied away from championing 
. ~*:~::::::::::" "'.: :;:::::::::::::: . 
bright spot of the two efforts "' ,@lt';;J@.@>:"¥8 a film that pretty much be-
~~g~f~z.;;p;~~: <~. l),)j~~;i~;;~;:;;~ 
an otherwise mediocre filrP ,~=·:·:·:·:·M·:~j'"'"' "' """"'i~:·~:-:-.·:·~~,.. respect is given to a film 
worth watching. ·• S I D E-~· legend for a major come- _ 
Next up on the disap -rn \:~~[:;(~::W" 'l· - · back. Unfortunately, it 
pointment list: "Glengany ·:·:· doesn't make up for the 
Glen Ross." It did manage to grab a lack of a best picture nomination. Don't 
supporting actor _nod for Al Pacino, al- bite the hand that feeds you, Robert. 
though otherwise it was shut out. Best Altman made out lucky compared to 
screenplay for David Mamet and a best Rob Riener. Riener's "A Few Good Men" 
a<?tor nod for Jack Lemmon seemed was nominated for best picture, but he 
was overlooked for best director. This 
harkens back to the year that "D~ving 
Miss Daisy" was nominated for and won 
best picture, while director Bruce 
Beresford was ignored. The running joke 
in Tinseltown was that the film had di-
rected itself. 
Also snubbed for" A Few Good Men" 
wa~ Tom Cruise. While this was a tough 
year for best-actor competition and 
Cruise' s performance wasn't as good as 
his nominated role in "Born On The Fourth 
Of July," it was still a sure bet that Cruise 
would be nominated. 
While all of the above were consid-
ered major omissions, now all we can do 
is sit back and figure out which of the 
nominees is most likely to wi11. So goes 
the Oscar cycle. Another year, more 
surprises, more snubs and of course, 
lots of suspense. 
• david j shoulberg 
staff writer 
Nicholas Cage's new film 1Amos and-Andrew' lacks luster despite message 
Pulitzer Prize-winning writer .and activist Andrew 
Steriing has just moved into his new home on an 
exclusive island. Amos O'Dell is a convict who is in jail 
(again) for "contributing to the delinqueAcy of a 
minor." Andrew is black. Amos is white. What do 
these two men have in common? Well, they are both 
trapped in the middle of a police screw-up. Steriing 
was neariy killed by an officer who was responding to 
a report of a burglarly by Sterling's nosy neighbors. 
O'Dell is the man the chief of police employs to get 
him out of this sticky situation. 
The movie sounds like it has potential for some 
great comedy. Wrong! The film, as written and di-
rected by E. Max Frye, is a sloppy, incoherent and 
uninspired attempt at comedy. Most of the so-called 
jokes in the film fall flat, and there are moments that 
are neither funny nor dramatic. There are a few (very 
few) moments of laughter, but they never really are 
expanded to live up to their potential. 
The worst injustice performed by "Amos and 
Samuel L. Jackson and Nicholas Cage star in Andrew" is how it has wasted its talented cast. 
"Amos & Andrew." (courtesytcolumbia) Comingoffthesuccessfulandhilarious "Honeymoon 
in Vegas," Nicholas Cage's comic ability is never utilized 
completely in this film. His character is the best thing about 
"Amos and Andrew," but it is still underdeveloped. 
More severely underdeveloped is the character 
of Andrew Sterling, played by Samuel L. Jackson 
(Jungle Fever). Jackson is a gifted actor, but the 
script never truly explains his character's motiva-
tions or feelings. Along with "Loaded Weapon 1," 
Jackson has now starred in two consecutive 
dissapointing comedies. Rounding out the cast are 
Dabney·Coleman as the chief of police. Brad Dourif 
Cwho is terrific) as an overanxious and emotional 
officer and Michael Lerner C" Barton Fink") as a nosy 
and obnoxious neighbor. 
If you have seen the theatrical preview for the film 
you have already witnessed the five (count 'em) 
truly funny jokes. Do not waste your time with tr,e 
rest of the movie, unless you enjoy uninspired and 
plodding comedy. 
• scott jacobson 
central florida future 
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Camelot still 1shines' on Bob Carr stage · 
In an era when special ef-
fects and pyrotechnics are em-
ployed to dazzle audiences. it 
is sometimes good to know 
that a solid story can still have 
the same effect. 
Witness "Camelot." cur-
rently playing at the Bob Carr 
Performing Arts Centre as part 
of the Orlando Broadway Se-
ries season. Now 33 years old. 
the show opened on Tuesday 
evening to a packed house and 
a receptive audience willing to 
overlook opening-night prob-
lems. including a stage so limit-
ing that it upset some of the 
musical' s choreography. 
However. it is not the stag-
ing but the cast which ulti-
mately makes the difference 
in a show, and this show has a 
cast- beginning with its lead, 
Robert Goulet. 
Goulet. who broke the en-
tertainment world apart three 
decades ago playing the part 
of Lancelot on the Broadway 
stage, returns this time out as 
King Arthur. In those days. no 
less an actor than Richard Bur-
ton portrayed the mythical king 
of England who. through his 
vision and ideology. united En-
gland "for one brief shining 
moment. n 
So. Goulet had some seri-
ous shoes to fill. 
And fill them he did. 
Although he seemed to rush 
a bit in his opening number. 
Goulet settled into the part 
nicely and employed some 
physical mannerisms in his 
depiction of the king that lent 
his own personality to the role. 
Arthur is a man overwhelmed 
by his own position in life - a 
throne he acquired through his 
own misfortunate nobility-:-and 
Goulet plays it with genuinely 
good humor. As the man who 
hopes to make justice and right 
"fashionable." heendstheshow 
bound to a war by his disciplined 
obedience to his own laws. 
Community Bio-Resources, Inc. 
~ • /', Until Robots 
. !{_~~:~~-? ,.. replace humans ... 
~ i;:.~ ZA ... your plasma will 
-~ ~ ~ always be needed. 
'• •· ~-· 
•/. . 
. , DID YOU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. 
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for bums, surgery, or for hemophiliacs 
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Resume Special! 
The right introduction can make all the difference when 
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create a professional resume package. 
t Fonnat and design assistance 
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• 
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Typesetting 
Reproduction on fine 
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Even when he sees the evi-
dence of the love affair be-
tween his wife and his friend, 
Goulet' s Arthur clings to his 
hopes and his dreams. 
Ofcourse, his voice is as fine 
aseverand. forsome, this show 
provides an opportunity to see 
one of the world's real enter-
tainment superstars at work. 
Goulet is not alone. though. 
Sharing the stage with him 
as Queen Guenevere is 
Patricia Kies. Although she is 
certainly an accomplished 
singer with a fine voice and 
excellent projection, it is as an 
actress that Kies really shines. 
Her Guenevere is the pro-
totype of the strong and inde-
pendent female who is filled 
with life and a healthy dose of 
playfulness. · 
Steve Blanchard-the man 
who's really on the spot in this 
one since he · plays the part 
which Goulet used to estab-
lish his own career - is a 
swaggering, yet sincere, 
Lancelot. Towering over ev-
eryone physically, Blanchard 
was both believable and sym-
pathetic as the French knight 
who becomes Arthur's best 
friend. as well as the cause of 
his downfall. 
Other standouts in the cast 
were Kenneth Boys as 
Mordred. Arthur's evil bastard 
son who sets up the lovers 
Guenevere and Lancelot. and 
James Valentine who played 
dual roles of Merlyn the Magi-
cian and the lost King Pellinore. 
In Valentine's case. it is diffi-
cult to determine which role the 
audience enjoyed the most. 
As Merlyn. Valentine deliv-
ers one of the funniest, yet 
most ironic, lines when he tries 
to counsel the nervous bride-
groom Arthur to separate love 
and marriage. 
It is a joke that comes back 
to haunt the king. 
However, it is more likely 
audiences will recall his por-
trayal of the slightly drifty but 
ever-honest Pellinore. a sort 
of surrogate Merlyn for Arthur. 
albeit by accident. 
Two other aspects of this 
particular show are also worthy 
of note. 
The costumes, as designed 
by Franne Lee, are bright and 
colorful when Camelot is in 
full bloom. yet the cast ap-
pears equally dark as the king-
dom sinks into times of greed, 
avarice and revenge. 
There were also excellent 
special effects. especially in the 
area of Neil Peter Jampolis' s 
scenic supervision and lighting 
design. In fact. the lighting ef-
fects offered in this productron 
were among its strongest points. 
All inall, "Camelot" is aworth-
while trip back in time that offers 
much to its audience. 
• bill cushing 
editor in chief 
Auditions: 
Miami, April 17 
. America's School for Professional-Actors. 
Alumni have won nominations for 90 Oscars, 63 Tonys and 186 Emmys. · 
Accredited Training in New York or California. 
SIX-WEEK SUMMER PROGRAM 
1WO-YEAR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM 
:.~· . 
Robert Redford Dermis Haysbert Annabella Sciorra 
fRlfNOS DON'T HT 
fRlfNOS DRIVf DRUNK 
CALL NOW FOR APPLICATION: 
212-686-0620 
Call Mon:~Fri., 8:30-4:30 pm 
AMERICAN 
ACADEMY OF 
DRAMATIC 
ARTS 
120 Madison Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 
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